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Season 24, Episode 47
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Henshin! And Towards the Future



Seven months after Kouta and Mai have left and colonized a new planet, all traces of Helheim Forest have been cleared from Zawame City, but a returning threat appears to change things forever. Mitsuzane realizes that Kouta isn't on Earth anymore and that it's up to them to save Zawame City.
Quest roles:
Atsushi Ono(Kamen Rider Jam (voice)), Ryota Ueyama(Team Leader), Meiya Yuma(Mei), Marei Hibi(Dancer), Miku Ookubo(Dancer), Haruna Sakaguchi(Dancer), Yuta Honma(Dancer), Yutaro Yamazaki(Dancer), Kosuke Inoue(Dancer), Ren Watanabe(Dancer), Hiro Oooka(Dancer), Seina Suzuki(Dancer), Honoka Ando(Girl Possessed by Kohgane), Tatsuki Ishikawa(Girl's younger brother), Hiryuu Fujimoto(Girl's younger brother), Ayumi Kojima(Dancer), Ken Uyama(Civilian), Kei Nakazawa(Civilian), Kenya Tsuboshita(Team Baron Member)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
28 September 2014, 08:00
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